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ll'l THE COURT OF THE CHTEF

G.R CASE NO-L7O12018 .

U/S- 67 of l.T Act,2000

The State

-Vs-

Md. Arif Ali @ Arif Aneshki.

PRESENT:- Sri. Bankim Sarma, AJS

C.J.M, Dima Hasao, Haflong

For the Prosecution

For the Accused person

Date of prosecution evidence

Date of Argument

Date of Judgment

:0l/tt/19.

: 01,/1.L/19.

: 01,/1,1/19.
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: M r. Md. Fa kha rudd in Ahmed choudhu ry........ Lea rned A. p. p.

: sri. Jaujit Thaosen .... Learned Defense Adv6cate.
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1. Case of the prosecution in brief is that informant Sri, Dhiraj Phonglo filed an FIR on Dt:

z3lIgltgbefore the o/c of Haflong P.S stating inter-alia that a photo has been viral on social

media on 21l0g/1g (Facebook) that some one Arif Aneshki who modified a photo through

photoshop the head of film actress Anuska Sharma on the statue of Dimasa Freedom Fighter

Veer sambudhan phonglo. veer Sambudhan Phonglo is their dignity, committing such task in

the part of Mr. Arif Aneshki is abominable'

2. On receipt of the ejahar, the o/c of Haflong P.S, registered a P.S case no'7012018, uls-67

I.T Act 2000 and after completion of investigation the I/o filed the charge-sheet against the

accused person uls- 67 I.T Act 2000. This Court finding a prima facie case agalnst the

accused person; took cognizance of the offences uls-67 I.T Act 2000 and proceed for

disposal.

3. The accused person appeared before this court and was released on bail. After hearing

both sides charged was framed u/s- 67 I.T Act 2000 against the accused person and

ingredients of the offence were explained to him to which l1e pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.

4. In order to bring home the charges, prosecution examined three (3) witnesses in the form

of :-

1. P.W.1: Sri. Bamcha Singh'

2. P.W.2: BiPul RudraPal.

3. P.W.3: Dhiraj Phonglo.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

5. To ascertain the guilt of the accused person on the charges leveled against him, the

following points are softed out for decision in the present case: J

Whether on that day the accused person committed the offence uls-67 I.T Act 2000

against the complainant as alleged or not?

The accused person was examined u/s.313 Cr.P.C. I have heard argument of both the

learned Counsels.

All the prosecution evidence are explained carefully. He denied all the allegations

leveled against him.
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DISCIL9SION, DEQISION AND REASONS THEREQF:

6. To decide above points let us make a scrutiny of the evidence led by the

support of this case.

7. (i) P.W.1: Sri. Bamcha Singh stated that on 24108118 the I.O seized one mobile screenshot

displaying the name of Anuska Sarma, another screenshot containing apology statement of

Md. Arif and mobile handset. He put up his signature. Ext.1, Ext.2, Ext.3 are seizure list,

Ext.1(1), Ext,2(1), Ext.3(1) are his signature.

During cross examination he stated that he saw the mobile copies only, he have not

seen hard copy.

(ii) P.W.2: Bipul Rudrapal stated that he is the seizure witness of mobile screen shots and

one handset in the police station . Ext.1(2), Ext.2(2), Ext.3(2) are his signatures.

During cross examination he stated that he had not seen any hard copy.

(iii) P.W.3: Dhiraj Phonglo stated that he is the informant. Ext.4 is F.I.R. Ext.4(1) is his

signature. This case was instituted due to some misunderstanding. Now they have

compromised the dispute.

During cross examination he stated that he has no objection if the accused is

acquitted from this case.

8. After careful scrutiny of evidence on record it appear to me that prosecution could not

incriminate the accused person in this case Rather P.W.l stated that have only saw one

screen shot displaying the name of Anuska Sarma from the seized mobile and not from the

hard copy. P.W.2 is the seizure witness on the screenshot from one handset but he have not

seen the hard copy. P.W.1 is the informant of this case. The case was instituted due to some

misunderstanding. Now they have compromised the dispute and he have no objection if the

accused is acquitted from this case. 
"

9. From the above appraisal and the application of law, I find that the prosecution has failed

to establish the offence uls-67 I.T Act 2000 against the accused person beyond all reasonable

doubt. Therefore, the accused person is acquitted from the charge uls-67 LT Act 2000 on

benefits of doubt and set at libety forthwith.

10. Bail-bond is extended upto six(6) months as per section 437-A Cr.P'C.

11. Given under my hand and seal of this couft on this 01't day of November, 2019 at

Haflong. Dima Hasao.

{r}iffii}datrl{*tfl;ll
Dlriia-Habao, Haflong.
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APPENDIX

G.R CASE NO- 170/2018

UIS- 67 I.T Act 2000.

Prosecution Witness 1. P.W.1: Sri. Bamcha Singh.
2. P.W.2: Sri. Bipul Rudrapal.
3. P,W.3: Sri. Dhiraj Phonglo.

Denfense Witness (D.W.): none

Couft Witness(C.W.) : none

Documents exhibited by the prosecution side: (1) Ext.1,Ext.2 and Ext.3 are Seizure list

(2) Ext.4 F.LR.

Documents exhibited by the defense side: none
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Chief Judicial Mdgisfrate
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